In the Name of the Cosmos

Words to live by

Yogi Bhajan
May you all be excellent.
May your future be bright.
May you touch and change everybody
who's down to be up.
May 'Keep up' become your own mantra,
'Keep up' become your motive,
'Keep up' become your mission.
May you keep up 'til the infinity.

Sat Nam.
Some days ago I talked to a friend about my trouble to read books. He said he has the same problem and already stopped reading books. I was shocked, because he is a publisher.

In modern times a flood of new information is constantly trying to catch our attention. We have a hard time to decide, what to put in our head and what will fill all the waste baskets.

Therefore I always liked little sayings: crystal clear, easy to remember and tasty to chew for years.

Yogi Bhajan is a master of this art of poetry. Since I first read his 11 commandments of the space age, I have collected these little pearls, whereever I found them. Nobody could bring the essence of the essence of love, life and the Aquarian Age better to the point – not to mention his witty drawings, published in this book for the first time.

You can prove it right away.

Sat Hari Singh Khalsa
Hamburg, Germany
May 1997
I Love

1. Love is blind. It never sees anything.

2. Love is Infinite. What you hear is not worth anything. What is worthwhile, you don’t have to hear.

3. Love is in silence and deep sound. It has no word.

4. So when you are in love, you neither see, nor hear, nor speak.

5. Experience your partner as yourself.

6. Within yourself lies the grace which you can feel in the projection of your mate.

7. Love is amalgamation – not adjustment.

8. Love is sublimation – not a gross understanding.

9. Love is a distillation and not a relation of feelings or emotions.

10. Love is a consciousness and intelligence – living in another being and experiencing yourself.

If you can even understand these ten points, then feel that you are married – you are married in love.
226 STEPS

1. Those who do not move, move the universe.
   Those who move, don’t move anything.

2. Feelings and emotions are like waves on oceans – no depth;
   without depth there are no oceans and no waves. Then you are living notions.

3. Those who have to lead must be like a star with an altitude and attitude
   of perfection.

4. God is single but all prevailing.

5. Work speaks for itself.

6. Wisdom, character and consciousness conquer everything.

7. Count your blessings and save yourself from the tyranny of time and space.

8. Be kind, conscious and compassionate, the whole world will be your friend.

9. There is nothing naked in the nature – even trees have bark.

10. Going without knowing is a social suicide.

11. Don’t forget god because god doesn’t forget anything.

12. All those men who create their own castles god creates for them equal
    hassles.

13. I, I, I, you will never open your third eye.

14. Ego is a bubble which creates nothing but trouble.

15. Face and grace can win every race.

16. There is no match to character – all characteristics of the universe will fit in.
17. The best desire is to be desireless.
18. The best anger is to be angry at your faults.
19. The best attachment is to be gracefully excellent and gratefully compassionate.
20. The best attachment is to be attached to your character and consciousness – and prove it through your intelligence.
21. The best love is to serve all equally.
22. The best pride is to pray for everyone.
23. The best greed is to agree to be the forklift of every existence.
24. The best lust is to lure yourself to be graceful.
25. To be great is to be great and full.
26. Tomorrow always becomes today and yesterday is always gone. Therefore life is a gift don’t drift or create a rift. Be happy so long breath is on.

Head is dead without the spine and 26 vertebrae are the 26 steps of wisdom. There are 26 parts in the skull – if they are not adjusted with a turban you are dull. There are 26 bones in your foot which has to be adjusted right – without that adjustment you can never be bright.
3 Five points to remember in your business world

1. When work speaks, people go silent in reverence.

2. Every head bows to legacy not lineage.

3. You have no right if you are not alright.

4. Business is the best by itself. Serve it, it will score for you. Shirk it, it will throw you out.

5. There should not be any conflict between your job and you. Be conscious of it.
RELATIONSHIPS

All relationships are based on wisdom.
All relationships are maintained by love.
All relationships are nurtured by selfless service.
All selfless service comes out of wisdom.
Whosoever breaks this cycle – lives in pain, loneliness and misery.

When relationships break,
when relationships fail,
We suffer and agonize, rant and rail.

„How could it happen? Who is to blame?“
We live in misery, loneliness and pain.
Limited egos are bound to conflict.
Egos destroy relationships quick.

For any relationship to be a success,
certain conditions have to be met.

1. WISDOM is the base, relationship starts here without wisdom, disaster is near.

2. LOVE is the Sustainer, serves to maintain,
Overcomes adversity, sorrow and pain.
LOVE is giving 100 per cent
– not „yours or mine“ or „What will I get?“

3. SELFLESS SERVICE comes next, to nurture and grow
Relationships thrive when both people know.
Without thought of reward, pleasure or gain
each gives to the other over and over again.

4. SELFLESS SERVICE comes out of WISDOM
The Cycle is done
When separate entities truly are one –
that’s RELATIONSHIP!

Only the wise understand the above:
It takes Wisdom to serve and Wisdom to love.
Commitment leads to character.
Character leads to dignity.
Dignity leads to grace.
Grace leads to power to sacrifice.
Power to sacrifice leads to happiness.
6 What is Yoga?

What is light?
Light is where you can see everything.
Light is where darkness disappears.

Who is enlightened?
One who can see everything: good, bad, and neutral. One who sees all and sees God.
If you cannot see God in all, you cannot see God at all.

Those who seek God inside, find it.
Those who seek God outside, waste their time and waste their lives.

This world is the essence of Word „Shabad“. Those who follow the wisdom of the Shabad Guru and follow the rules in their essence and being, by action, thought and deed shall rule their destiny and shall cover the distance of life with place, grace and glory.

When we fold our hands in prayer, God opens his arms and gives us a hug.
Life is fulfilled with this union.

That is Yoga.
You have to learn just a few things. Don’t be yourself when you deal with your students. Can you do that? The beauty of a teacher, and the duty of a teacher, is in not being himself or herself. Because moment you become not yourself, the pure channel of energy you become, between you and God there’s no difference at that moment. Then you know what the problem is? Then it’s not your problem, then God has to come himself to cover himself, because God is a teacher too.

You are a teacher when you go by the code that you have been taught, and you stick with it. Then Almighty Creator shall create the environment to honor you, save you, protect you, and create a miracle to take you through. When you deal with a student, take away his garbage and give him essence and height and love, then you are a teacher. That’s your duty. Whenever you add your personality to it you ruin yourself, and ruin the other person on the spot.
Children are born to speak and they shall. Children are born to live and they shall. Children are born to rule and they shall.
My dear sons and daughters in Divine,

Sat Nam. I am asking you to open your hearts and minds to understand these words.

Create dependable children, not dependent children. Give your children the basic values to face their own tomorrows, not be blinded by yours. Make them proper personalities, not helpless puppets. Position them for success; don’t paralyze them with the commotion of your emotions.

These are clear commands of parenting. You must take them or leave them. Take them, and you will have the joy of friends, buddies and comrades – your own children in the future. Leave them, and pay the terrible price of self inflicted, neurotic pain.

Please remember that children are a gift of God. There is no rift until you create one by denying them their values, their heritage and their tomorrows. Make your choice carefully, because your children must live with it forever.

May your wisdom, your neutrality and your grace always be your guide. Keep Guru Ram Das in your heart and soul.

In the name of the Cosmos which prevails through everyBODY and the Holy Nam which holds the world.

Humbly yours,
Ten things to do for your children

1. Love them
2. Build the self-esteem
3. Challenge them
4. Listen to them
5. Expect respect
6. Limit them
7. Make God a part of their lives
8. Develop a love of learning
9. Help them be community-minded
10. Let them go
II QUALITIES OF A WOMAN

• Eat moderately.

• Talk little after listening a lot.

• Mostly smile as an answer.

• Never appear without the proper dress up, with the proper atmosphere and with a reasonable proper availability of space where you can maneuver yourself. And over and above all, whatever you say, you must mean it. Otherwise you'll be considered a very mean person.

• YOUR WORD IS YOUR HONOR, so say what you have to say, but say it little, which should mean a lot.

• Every morning approve yourself before God, and every night when you close your eyes dismiss yourself into God.

• Just remember, take one mantra, whichever you like, and try to create a creative sense in you that you listen to it all the time.

• Whatever happens to me, just remember: “Every chick has to become an eagle, every woman has to become graceful and every tomorrow has to become divine!”

• Value of a woman is in being a total complete woman.
Let me tell me my inner strength.
And let me scale out my outer shield.
Let me know me within me
and also let me put myself on the scale of life
to weigh my own pros and cons.
Within the above, let me explain to me
my own personality profile.

The instructions given with this evaluation were the following:
„These are the best questions you can answer.
It will carry one hundred marks and the answer should not be less
than two hundred and fifty words or five pages (...)"
This paper will give you the best self-analysis.“
13 THE ELEVEN COMMANDMENTS OF THE SPACE AGE

1. Keep your mind, body and soul together.

2. Enjoy time and space.

3. Trust in God.

4. The One who can rotate the earth for you, can take care of your routine.

5. Death is nothing but a good sleep.

6. Love is one-way traffic.

7. The price of life is to keep your ego with you.

8. Think and believe that you represent your Creator.

9. Those who have come, shall go.

10. If you are remembered, leave nothing behind but goodness.

11. Know that you are alive.
What is business? Negotiations.
What is hub of life? Mutuality.
What is the fragrance of life? Never let down.
What is poverty? Going for things.
What is royalty? Letting it come to you.

What is a man's greatest asset? Manners.
What is the worst thing that can happen to you? Loose your cool.
What is everyman afraid of? Tomorrow.
What is prosperity? Delivery and deliverance.
Who will take care of me? Me, myself and I.

Excuses are self-abuses.
15 THE FIVE SUTRAS OF THE AQUARIAN AGE

1. Recognize that the other person is you.

2. There is a way through every block.

3. When the time is on you, start, and the pressure will be off.

4. Understand through compassion or you will misunderstand the times.

5. Vibrate the Cosmos. Cosmos shall clear the path.

It is the touch of the hand, a word spoken and the contact of the eyes which open the heart of the man, not the knowledge of all the libraries of the world.
16 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
AND TEN PROMISES.

1. Thou shall have no other gods before thee.
_Thou shall conquer the earth, the Lord is Peace._

2. Thou shall not take the Name of the Lord in vain.
_Thou shall never be polluted._

3. Remember the Sabbat day to keep it holy.
_Thou shall live in Peace and Rest._

4. Honor thy father and thy mother.
_Thy identity shall be perfect._

5. Thou shall not kill.
_Thou shall not be killed._

6. Thou shall not commit adultery.
_Thy purity shall be granted._

7. Love thy neighbor.
_An and the entire neighborhood shall love thee._

8. Thou shall not steel.
_All shall belong to thee._

9. Thou shall not bear false witness.
_The power to witness My Creation shall be thine._

10. Thou shall not covet they neighbor's wife
nor thy neighbor's goods.
_The universe shall never question thy will and all goods shall come to thee._
Valentine’s day is a tranquil day,
Calm, smooth, tranquil,
deep flow of spirit.
The soul of love.
The link between us is the lineage of the human family
and the legacy of divinity.

This bountiful day, bless us with a memory
to meet with love, hugs, and kisses,
selflessly, humbly, and in the ecstasy of God,
so we can acknowledge each other
as a wonder of God’s creation.

With mutual respect and love
from my being to your being,
from my soul to your soul,
from my prayer to your prayer.

In oneness of God I say thank you, my love
and God bless you.

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!
There are 9 aspects you have to work out:

**Moment – Movement – Momentum**  
**Microscope – Telescope – Horoscope**  
**Distance – Destiny – Disciple**

There are 84 aspects of the brain. 81 which act concurrently and 3 which act alternatively.
The 3 alternative aspects are the negative, positive and neutral minds.  
And the 9 things you have to work out are the God given faculties to compute into every aspect of your life.

Start or watch over microscopically; plan telescopically and work horoscopically.

You have to have an attitude not to prostitute in order to constitute prosperity. Prosperity comes to you.  
Money is a medium – it is not prosperity.
If money is lost,
    nothing is lost.
If health is lost
    something is lost.
If character is lost,
    everything is lost.
The law of excellence is: obey, serve, love, excel.
21 Trouble is a bubble

There is no such thing as trouble
Trouble is a bubble created by self-ignorance
and it can only be broken by self-identity.
Emotions satisfy ego.
Emotions never satisfy wisdom or intelligence.
Intelligence and ego have no relationship at all.
They are North Pole and South Pole.
To be emotional is a great satisfaction.
People love it, and therefore they have to suffer.
There are two religions in the world called realism and emotionalism.
The rest is all hodge-podge.
If you want growth, you want glow, you want grace, you want everything, you will only get if you follow the ten manners of life.

1. Listen.
2. Feel the other person.
3. Discuss and dialogue.
4. Come to a mutual understanding.
5. Plan the strategy.
   Strategy, mutual you have to understand, in an action you must know what is what and what happens to what and how it's going to be. That is very, very essential.
6. Keep communication.
7. Evaluate.
8. Achieve.
10. Be thankful.

This is the law of every human being to follow. These are ten good things that will make you win.
ARIES
When the universe and all its stars
Start dancing and crossing the orbit
Leaving the trails of light
In triangles of the zig zag,
The very existence and its loyalty is called Aries

TAURUS
When the meek becomes the mighty
And righteousness comes down
Into the center of the Self
And softness passionately takes over the kindness,
The universe comes through a standing ovation,
Blessing the grace of the power of the Lord;
That is the mighty bull, the Taurus.

GEMINI
When the innocence loves the innocence
And openness becomes secretive
And the blend of the three worlds* comes to an end,
Gemini is experienced.

CANCER
When all the stars dance around the moon,
Reflecting the mighty sun,
in the dawn of the sunset,
Total sum is the children of the moon,
Reflecting through the tears,
The self and the selfless, that is the Cancer.
LEO
When I was whisking away in the meadow,
I heard the roar of the lion,
And saw their pride laughing at me
Because I couldn’t be like them.
Master of the beast..Singha

VIRGO
In the crystal self
I saw the sophisticated plight
Of the coolness of the moon,
And the lightness of the breeze
Showering kisses in the morning
And the beauty of a tiny crystal
Of purity of water dew
And nurturing essence of the fire
Like a glow in the sun
I was amazed being a Virgo.

LIBRA
When the divine needs to be figured out,
Nobility needs to be experienced,
Divinity needs to be practiced
And the human wants to see the light.
The balance of Libra creates harmony
With ecstasy of consciousness
To preserve the dignity of all living creatures.
In that preserved state of consciousness
Where the law of life is balanced
The domain of the Libras exists.
In that existence, The human can serve
The dark and the light
In the equality of love.
AQUARIUS
The most wonderful and exalted self of the being,
Starts flowing like heavenly nectars
In the very being of all
That it sees, touches, smells and penetrates.
In that flow of life, Aquarius exists
As a lily in the pool of water.

PISCES
Everything from beginning to end
Is the beauty and the bias of life;
Which runs in circles
And keeps the history of the universe in records,
Chasing from tail to tail.
And, when all characteristics of the character
Become humble and re-emerge to resurrect,
A Pisces is born like a slippery fish
Which cannot live without water
But water can live without it
To prove the glory of non-existence
For the existence of tomorrow.
SCORPIO
When all the akashic records
Are seized to be one,
By the force of the wind
And power of the stars,
And when the Lord
Of the air and ego attacks and eats
The consciousness of the world,
The dancing cobra, Scorpio is realized
From nothing to everything,
From everything to nothing
In one moment.

SAGITTARIUS
When the power of the beast
Surpasses all limits,
And when the infinity
Merges in the bountiness of realization,
In the sophisticatedness of that virtue,
It is the Sagittarius.

CAPRICORN
When all movement comes to an end
and endless becomes endlessness,
When the totality of God
And the mighty sense of the beauty of wisdom
Enjoys the relationship with lofty character of firmness,
A Capricorn is born
to glorify the world for his total firmness.
Parents have to write to their children about values. Use your writing to teach them the important things, not just news and fun.

Letterwriting is a very valuable form of communication for the following reasons:

1. As much care and time and meditation as are needed can go into the writing of a letter. Unlike phone calls, which are somewhat spontaneous, a letter can be carefully thought out and edited to impart information precisely and with appropriate effect.

2. Letterwriting encourages development of word skills. It teaches us to clarify our thoughts and then express them clearly.

3. Letterwriting creates the opportunities for dialogues between parents and child. You can express yourself and ask your child to respond with their ideas and feelings.

4. A letter is permanent and can be enjoyed many times. Kind words, expressions of support and love, statements of depth and importance, can be kept and read when they are most needed. We keep our letters from the Siri Singh Sahib to be treasured and read many times. We can also give our children a legacy of wisdom and love through our letters to them.

5. Letters provide an excellent way to model maturity and values. Issues that might be difficult to discuss neutrally on the phone or face to face can be communicated by letter.
26 11 Basic Rules of Life

1. This earth belongs to God – not to you and me.

2. God created us.

3. In cosmology of Self, we are all all here in time and space.

4. We are not born to judge each other; we are born to know each other.

5. We are not born to judge each other; we are born to love each other.

6. We have not come here to kill each other; we have come here to serve each other.

7. God provides all that there is, and it is a privilege to live in the kingdom of God, which is now.

8. God created man and woman in His purity and piety, therefore we have no right to pollute it.

9. When you are young, if you ask parents, they give to you. When you are older, you can ask Father Heavens and Earthly Mother, and they will give to you.

10. You have come from Infinity into the finite. Find out how to go from the finite back into Infinity.

11. We are not human beings having spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings having human experience.
Those who live in yesterday are miserable,
Those who live for today are depressed.
Those who welcome tomorrow are prosperous and hopeful
and very happy.

Whether you have money or you don’t, every man has a wish.
It is the attitude of the magnitude and the manners of the mission
which makes the man.

Mission is designated. It is called destiny.

Those who serve themselves are the biggest fools.
Those who serve time and space are idiots.

Only those who are here to serve through manners the magnitude
of their identity gain the status of happiness.
28 What is grace?

*Grace* is the shield of radiation or radiant shield which protects the pranic balance in your entire living system, not only with you, and within you, and within your psyche, but how you correlate to all other psyches in your communication of memory. All who have gone before you, all who have to follow you.

Do you understand what grace is now?

That trust that others place in you, is your grace. The word you give to others is grace. Expectation of you being who you are is grace. It is a total sum of your personality, reflected by you. It is your radiant body.
Take the Base – Add the Grace
There Shall be a Place in the World.

Take the word of the Guru
Spread it Through and Through

Touch every Heart
You Will be in Love and Become Smart.

Grow and Glow
You will have a lot of Dough.

Run with the Things and Don‘ t Run Away
That is the Khalsa Way.
When you pray, there are two ways. Prayer is nothing but projecting your good will, your pranic energy. Prayer is not a religious matter, it’s a reality. How you pray doesn’t matter. But when your heart opens with it, it does all it has to do. When you pray you become an identity who is asking for the help. You are asking the Infinite to come through for the finite. If the code number of your signal clicks, the Infinite shall move. There is no reservation about it.

Therefore, pray, pray, pray. Prayer is the power because prayer can bring the entire Infinite with you.
Have faith in your own self because you are a self. Nothing is beyond the self, nothing was beyond the self, nothing shall be beyond the self, because you are a self in the beginning and a self in the end; therefore, once you realise the self you will be a realized self, then everything will realise you.
32 Alphabet of the Khalsa

A ALL AKAL KHALSA
B BEAUTIFUL BOUNTIFUL BRIGHT KHALSA
C CONSCIOUS KHALSA
D DARING KHALSA
E EXCELLENT KHALSA EXALTED
F FORTUNATE KHALSA FANTASTIC
G GRACEFUL KHALSA GRATEFUL
H HAPPY KHALSA HUMBLE
I INFINITE KHALSA PURE
J JOYOUS KHALSA JUDICIOUS
K KHALSA COMPASSIONATE
L KHALSA LOYAL LOYAL KHALSA
M KHALSA MERCIFUL
N KHALSA 960.000.000 SHALL BE
O KHALSA ORIGINAL ORGANIZED
P KHALSA PATIENCE EXCELLENT FOREVER
Q KHALSA NO QUESTION – ALL ANSWERS
R KHALSA ROYAL REGAL
S KHALSA SAT NAM
T KHALSA TRUTHFUL TESTFUL & TREMENDOUS
U KHALSA UPLIFTING AND SERVING
V KHALSA VIRTUE AND VICTORIOUS
W KHALSA WISE AND KIND
X X-KHALSA THE SAHBZADA AND SAHBZADEE OF
GURU DASHMESH
Y KHALSA YOGIJI
Z ZEAL IS THE DEAL
It’s not the life that matters, it’s the courage that you bring to it.

*Faith moves mountains, otherwise even stones are heavy for a man.*

If you can’t have the best, make best of what you have.

*Those who live in the past have no future.*

Keep up and you’ll be kept up.

*Where there’s mastery there’s no mystery.*

Work is Worship.

*Dutiful is Beautiful.*

Don’t live with each other, live for each other.

*There is no Liberation without Labour.*
34 11 Degradations of the Human Being

Sins of the Sikhs

1. Feeling guilty/Feeling Grief — It’s all God’s will.

2. Speaking ill of others.

3. Not meaning what you say.

4. Dishonoring yourself or others or participating in the dishonor of yourself or others.

5. Letting down your face and grace.

6. Not helping protecting the weak.

7. Dishonoring the woman or the male in their gender form or insecuring the child.

8. Having it, affording it, and refusing to give it.

9. Not dwelling in God or obeying the Shabd Guru.

10. Worshipping the Man or woman or anything and not worshipping the infinite God.

11. Refusing hospitality.
The most powerful thing in life is to grow. Every day is fear and every day is challenge.
From childhood onwards you were never trained to be challenged. You learn to be protected.
Human do not like the challenge, that is the tragedy. When challenge comes to you, then you learn the language of a Sikh.
A ray is not the sun. But sun is nothing without rays.
You were never told, that your real physical mother is Mother Earth, who is actually controlling your electromagnetic field. Your mother is supposed to train you reality. She is just a nurse, an agent, a guide to religion, reality and devinity.
WANT ME -

[Signature]
Life is based on one attitude: Be noble!
Being, my child, is very difficult.
 Nobility is very difficult.

The test of nobility:
No weak shall suffer.
No strong shall be a tyrann.
No tyrann shall be prevail.
Life is life of noble people.
There should be nothing between you and God. You must talk to God direct, when you feel you are God’s child, but you’ve been told to be afraid of God. You have to call on Him. It is a personal relationship between Brahma and Brahmatma.

Keep on calling! You have the right to call.
1. If you don't want enemies, don't have friends.

2. Love is not dove.

3. Don't be so sweet that people want to eat you or so bitter that people want to throw you away.

4. Open the lips, sink the ship.

5. Excellence, elegance and grace are the three elements of a human being. If somebody challenges these three in you, avoid that person.

6. Only share your strengths, not your weaknesses.

7. If somebody says "I love you", wait for the next step. People use love as a hook. They say they love you but they're only out to get something from you.

8. Trust all for nothing.

9. Remember your blessings over your weaknesses.

10. Don't utter words in friendship that can be used in animosity.
Never let down yourself. You have to understand what ‘you’ is, than you will understand, what ‘me’ is. You have to deliver Yourself. Nobody can deliver Yourself. EK ONG KAR – Gods creation.
It can only be served. It can never be conquered.

Who will learn this, we call Sikhs. Your power is only in Your service. Going down, to uplift others. And it’s God’s will to uplift everybody.

And that is Sikh Dharma.
Hair is the pranic antenna. It is energy, pure protein.
You are not a human being having a spiritual experience.

You are a spiritual being having a human experience.
My dear sons and daughters in Divine,

Sat Nam. Life is your greatest teacher and India is your greatest challenge.

Each one of you has a destiny, and for every destiny there is a distance in that destiny. That distance is fate, and that fate is your test. In order to cover the distance in your destiny you must be self disciplined. In your life there can be no substitute for discipline. Each one of you has a destiny to carry the Guru’s Light into the new age. These are not my words, but your choice, and it is my job to see that you discharge your duty.

In discharging your duty you must understand your destiny. If you can write me and explain to me in your own words the call of your destiny, the depth of the distance and the discipline required to cover that distance I will be grateful. I will also like to know the root cause of your anger and your personal pain. I will like to hear from you by return mail.

May Guru Ram Das bless each of you to stay together and work together in India as friends, family and as the Khalsa. In the Name of the Cosmos which prevails through everyBODY and the Holy Nam which holds the world.

Humbly yours,

[Signature]
Experience

The very fact „Ang Sang Wahe Guru“ is the fundamental of Sikh Dharma and it’s a fundamental motivating factor and confrontation of the Khalsa, it must stand true to us today. It has to. We must not believe, we must experience that God is with us all the time.
46 Quotes on leadership

When the impossible become possible, a status is achieved.

Leader is in charge of pros and cons. Leader is in charge of consequences and sequences. Leader is responsible for now and tomorrow. Leader promises and leads people.

Leadership is to answer the call. It is trust in you which will work.

Man is judged by his manners. And man prospers by his mercy.

A leader has to be in a state of ecstasy, happy, calm, balanced. Then your purity will come out, then Khalsa will come out.

The faculty which makes you a leader is, when your word is effective, it goes to the heart of another person.

A person who speaks nothing but truth or infinite knowledge, gets „Vaak Siddhi“. When it happens, whatever he speaks, that happens.

You who will carry SIRI GURU GRANTH in the future, are the leaders.

According to the definition of the leader, a leader is a leader in life and after life. That „amartaa“, that deathlessness, is our life.
You put a turban on and everybody knows you are not an ordinary person. Your leadership is established.

In the next century quality may enter, not quantity. We want leadership which can carry the teachings, which can carry the discipline, which can carry the humanity.

The first faculty of a leader is that you’ve got to be a leader of yourself.

Love and friendship without reverence does not exist.

I am not promising you that your life will have no difficulties. Rather I am promising you without difficulties there’s no life.

Your presence should work.

Crown of spirituality cannot be conquered. It is always bestowed, and it is bestowed on the soul which is bright enough to carry it.

Maturity comes from time, space, intuition and wisdom. Guru has given you face and grace, dignity and identity. You have only one job to do. You have to live it. I hope we shall be planning in our sense of the fact that we have to carry our brothers around the world in faith, and also to carry us around the world.
Learn from the Animals how to succeed in business

To be effective and excel through current pressures and challenges, we must learn from and adapt:

The brain and intuition of an elephant
The skin of a Rhino
The courage and strategy of a lion
The diplomacy of a rabbit
The attack of a cheetah
The planning of a lion’s pride
The hunt of a wild dog
The vision and watch of the eagle’s eye
The penetration and impact of a stampede of buffalo
The clarity of an owl
The neutrality of a dove
The loyalty of a dog
The grip of a bear
The endurance of a horse
The beauty of a peacock
The responsibility of a cat
The intelligence of a rat
The adjustment of a rattle
The personality of a butterfly
The executiveness of a king cobra
The friendship of a wolf
The communication of a crow
My spirit produces miracles.
My touch produces wonders.
Why don’t you love me, my friend?

Don’t you see?
God made me to be in the beauty of His image.
And with all the bounties
He keeps me in the state of bliss.

Therefore I seek Thee.
Come with love and friendship
So that we can enjoy
The magnificent and merciful God forever.
When I dwell in God

The time has come from this harmonic convergence, reconstitution of the stars, and the energy, and whatever, that harmony has to prevail.

The harmony is that you shall represent God within you, around you, for you, of you, by you. By the God, of the God, for the God. That is what the little banner says, „In God I dwell.“ Very well, then in God I dwell.

„In God we trust“ will give you the money – it’s true. If you trust in God you shall never be poor.

Anyone who is habitually poor, poor by character, poor by creativity, if he starts trusting God, he will become rich.

When you dwell in God, then you’ll become happy. Happiness and richness go by these two banners.
50 Prosperity tips

Make no excuses for your desire to be prosperous; it is a divine desire that should be given divine expression.

The shocking truth about prosperity is that it is shockingly right instead of shockingly wrong to be prosperous.

You ought to be rich; you have no right to be poor.

Your supply is equal to your demand. There is no lack of supply, only a lack of demand.

No one else can limit you. If you want to limit yourself, you can. Otherwise the entire resources of the Universe are yours to use.

Visualize as much as you can conceive of yourself receiving, and then lay positive claim to that visualization.

Success adores a prosperous attitude.

One prosperous thought is more powerful than a thousand thoughts of failures.

Gratitude is the open door to abundance.

Paying debts is one of the primary prerequisites to becoming prosperous.

The plain and simple truth is that you must start giving before you can start receiving. This is the nature of the universe we live in.

Truly great fortunes were not received by hoarding money, but by circulating it.

Think only in prosperous terms, and think big.
5I Seven Steps to Live a Relative Life

1. Try to investigate the environment and circumstances.

2. Hear every opinion..

3. Consolidate the summary.

4. Re-inquire and ask questions.

5. Make a report in your mind.

6. Discuss that report with those concerned.

7. Try to elevate the situation rather than making it a quarrel or a war.

My personal feeling is that you can rest, relax, rejoice, make inductive and deductive inquiries before speaking and making a judgment, before accusing or getting accused, if you can just make your life relative, that is called relationship with life. That means that every incident, accident, action and reaction with your life should be relatively known to you in relation to others' environments and circumstances. Please don't live youe life „solo“.
INTUITION

SENSITIVITY

UNDERSTANDING THE MEANINGS

CONTAINMENT

CONTENTMENT

CONSISTENCY

HUMOUR
The Law of Love

Love gives you power to merge, from finite to Infinity.

Love gives you power to trust, from nothing to everything.

Love gives you power, the most powerful prayer between you and your Creator.

Love gives you vastness, as vast as there can be.

Love gives you the hold, the experience, and the touch with your own Infinity, as beautiful as there can be.

Love is that surrender.

When you surrender at the lotus feet of the master, you become the master.

When you become the master, you surrender your Universe to the Universe.

Then you become divine.

When you surrender your divinity to the Infinity, you become Infinite.

That is the Law of Love.
As much as I have taught you, if you had practiced one \( \frac{1}{100} \text{th} \) of it, none of you have any trouble.
DO NOT DISTURB